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Abstract. It is a familiar fact that \C(X)\ë2ix, where \C(X)\ is the cardinal

number of the set of real-valued continuous functions on the infinite topological

space X, and SX is the least cardinal of a dense subset of X. While for metrizable

spaces equality obtains, for some familiar spaces—e.g., the one-point compactification

of the discrete space of cardinal 2No—the inequality can be strict, and the problem of

more delicate estimates arises. It is hard to conceive of a general upper bound for

|C(A0| which does not involve a cardinal property of A"as an exponent, and therefore

we consider exponential combinations of certain natural cardinal numbers associated

with X. Among the numbers are wX, the least cardinal of an open basis, and wcX, the

least m for which each open cover of A"has a subfamily with rrt or fewer elements whose

union is dense. We show that |C(A")| ^{wX)wcX, and that this estimate is best possible

among the numbers in question. (In particular, (h>X)wcX g2iX always holds.) In fact, it

is only with the use of a version of the generalized continuum hypothesis that we

succeed in finding an A"for which \C(X)\<(wX)™x.

Three further points warrant mention, (a) As a corollary of the result discussed

above, we find that (wX)wcX = (wßX)wcX, where ßX denotes the Stone-Cech com-

pactification of X; this equation can be taken as a means of estimating wßX in

terms of X. (b) For one of the examples indicating the delicacy of our result, we

use a product space whose salient features are isolated via the theorem: if 8Xa-¿m

for each a, then in na Xa each family of pairwise disjoint open sets has m or fewer

members. This is proved by applying to the general cardinal m the ideas used by

Marczewski in [M] for m = X0. (c) The main theorem, 2.2, and its lemma, 2.1,

require no separation axioms whatever. We take as a standing hypothesis else-

where throughout this paper that each of the spaces considered is completely

regular and Hausdorff; furthermore, each example we construct is completely

regular and Hausdorff. The case of finite spaces is disposed of in §1, and thereafter

all spaces are infinite.
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1. Notation, elementary relations, and a summary. We now define and discuss

briefly the cardinal numbers associated with a topological space which will be of

interest to us, and summarize in tabular form much of the contents of the paper.

1.1 Definition. Let A'be a topological space.

pX, the pseudocompactness number, is the least cardinal m for which each

locally finite family of open sets of X has m or fewer members.

wcX, the weak covering number, is defined in the introduction.

oX, the cellular number, is the least cardinal m for which each family of pairwise

disjoint open sets in X has m or fewer members.

8X, the density character, is defined in the introduction.

-nwX, the TT-weight, is the least cardinal of a w-basis. A 7r-basis for A' is a family

SP of nonvoid open sets such that each nonvoid open set contains a member of Sf.

wX, the weight of X, is defined in the introduction.

Of course, the numbers SA' and wX are familiar. For the others, we cite some

occurrences in the literature (with no claim to completeness) so that the interested

reader might ascertain some of the uses to which these numbers have been put.

pX: [I, Chapter VII], [H2], [N]. wcX: [F], [CHN], [H2], [Hi]. oX: [Ef], [ET].

■nwX: [Pm], [O], [Ef]. It should be noted that in these papers, the definitions often

differ slightly from 1.1, and the terminology and notation are often completely

different.

The reader might note that we have made no mention of the "covering number"

of a space, the least cardinal m for which each open cover has a subcover with m

or fewer members. This is because, in our context, the number is essentially

uninteresting; this is established in §8. Aside from this, and an ancillary use of this

number in §6, the number will not be mentioned.

For S a set, 15* | denotes the cardinality of S.

Observe that for a finite space X (assumed Hausdorff, recall) pX=wcX=cX

= oX=8X=nwX= wX= \X\, and |CCA')! =2N<>. Henceforth, all spaces are infinite,

so that (clearly) all the numbers pX through wX are infinite.

1.2 Proposition. For any space X,

(1)        (2)      (3)      (4) (5)       (6)

pX Ú wcX ^ oX ^ SX S -nwX Swlá 2ÖX.

Proof. (1) Let % be a locally finite family of open sets, and let 'f be an open

cover each member of which meets only finitely many members of °ll. Extract

fcf with \W\ S wcX and |J W dense. For We if, let

qi(W) = {Ue<W : U nW # 0}.

Each WiW) is finite, and <%=\J {®iW) : We #"}, so that

|*| < T{|*(»0l : WelV} á (wcX)-X0 = wcX.

It follows that pX^ wcX.
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(2) Let "ll be an open cover. There is, by Zorn's Lemma, a family y whose

members are open and pairwise disjoint, each member being contained in some

member of °U, and which is maximal with respect to these properties. Evidently

\V\ úoX, and by maximality (J 'f is dense. Let "W be a subfamily of f obtained

by picking, for each Fe/a member of °li containing V. Then [J W is dense,

\W\ úoX, and wcX^oXfollows.

(3), (4), and (5) are trivial.

(6) Let 0t be the collection of "regular open" sets, those U with i/=int cl U.

0t is a basis, so wA'á|^|. Let D be a dense set with \D\ = 8X. Since different

members of 0t differ by at least an open set, the map £/ —> 1/ n Z) e 26X is one-to-one

on^; thus wX<= \3t\ á 2ÓX.

The following table summarizes much of the further content of the paper.

Cardinals a and b for which |C(A")| ¿ a"

pX

wcX

oX

8X

ttwX

wX

pX

F(4.4)

wcX

F(4.2)

T(2.2)

oJ

F(4.1)

T(2.4)

8X TWX wX

Table 1.3

The entry in row a and column b is the assertion of the truth (designated T) or

falsity (designated F) of the statement

"\C(T)\ Ú ab   for every space X."

Thus, for example, in the pX-row and SZ-column we find "T", since |C(.J0|

^26X¿pXiX always holds. (This, by the way, is reproved in 2.4 below.) In fact,

all the T's in the 8X-, ttwX- and wA^-columns follow from this: both the row

coordinates and column coordinates are listed in the weakly increasing order

given by 1.2, and hence each entry below or to the right of a "T" entry is itself a

"T" entry, and each entry above or to the left of an "F" entry is itself an "F"

entry. Thus, to fill in the entire table, it suffices to establish just those entries which
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are followed by numbers ; these numbers indicate where the proof (or example)

is to be found in the sequel.

2. The upper bounds for | C(Ar)|. We begin with a lemma which will yield

that iwX)wcX and (nw)oX (as well as 2iX) are upper bounds for |C(A% though it

will develop that the first of these never exceeds the second. It seems likely that the

lemma has other applications as well.

2.1 Lemma. Let m be a cardinal number and 0 a family of collections of subsets

of the space X, such that if stf e<& then \srf\ á m and \J sé is dense in X. Suppose

that for each positive integer « and each f in C(X) there is an element sé of ^ for

which oscAf< l/n whenever A e sé. Then \CiX)\ ^ |0|«o-2m.

Proof. Let/e CiX). For each «, choose sé(f «) e <P as prescribed by the hypoth-

eses. For A esé(fi n), let sif:Jl)(A) be a rational number for which \f(x) — sa_n)(A)\

< l/n whenever xe A. Observe that %>n) is a rational-valued function defined on

sé(fi ri), i.e., %,„) e Q^f-n> (with Q denoting the rational numbers). Let Sn(f) be

the ordered pair (sé(fi «), j(/n)), an element of 0 x Q^<'-"><z \J {4> x Q^ : sé e 4>}.

Let cp(f) be the sequence (Sx(f), S2if),...), so that

n

The cardinality of this last set does not exceed

(|0|-|OxQra|)Ko = (|4>|2-|Qm|)so =   |0|*o.(X¡n)No  =   |4>|No.2m.

It remains to show that the mapping/—»- <p(/) is one-to-one on C(A'). So suppose

f¥=g, say g is less than / somewhere. Then there are a positive integer «, a real

number r, and a nonvoid open set U for which

fix) £ r+ 2/«   and   g(x) < r-2/n

whenever x e U. If cp(f) = cp(g), then in particular

(s/(fi «), s(f,n)) = Sn(f) = Sn(g) = (J*(g, ri), «<,,„).

Since (J s/(f ri) is dense in X, there is A e séif, ri) with A n U^ 0. So if p e A n U,

then

f(p) ä r + 2/«   and    \f(p)su,n)(A)\ < l/n,

which implies s(fyn)(A)^r+ l/n. But since séif, ri)=stf(g, ri), we also have

g(p) ^ r + 2/«   and    \g(p)-s(BM(A)\ < l/n,

which implies s(g¡n)(A)^r+l/n. Since s(g¡n)(A) = sa¡n)(A), we have a contradiction.

Observe this. If D is dense in X and \D\ =8X, and <1> is taken to be the single

collection {{x} : xe D}, then applying the lemma yields \C(X)\ ^(8A')N°-2'5X = 2<SX,

the classical estimate. Furthermore, if A" is discrete, so that D=X, \C(X)\=2ÖX,

•
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showing that under the hypotheses of 2.1, the upper bound given there cannot be

lowered.

2.2 Theorem. For any X, \C(X)\ ^(wX)wcX.

Proof. Let 38 be an open basis for X with \SS\ —wX. We shall apply Lemma 2.1

with

O = {sé ci Sä : \$t\ ^ wcX and U sé is dense}.

Note that |<P| ̂ (wX)wcX, so that 2.1 will yield:

\C(X)\ á \<S>\*o-2wcX ^ ((wX)wcX)*o.2wcX = (wX)wcX-2wcX = (wX)wcX.

That 0 satisfies the hypotheses of 2.1 is easily checked: given/and «, choose for

each xe X a set Bxe38 with xeBx and oscBxfi< 1/«; let sé be a subfamily of

{Bx : x e X} with \sé\ ^ wcX and (J sé dense; clearly, sé e <t>.

2.3 Remark. In [Hx], it is shown by special means that for a Lindelöf space X

(for which wcX=H0, of course), |C(.Jf)| i¿(wX)*o. (In fact, it is shown that equality

holds. See §7 below.) In a note added in proof in [HJ, a rudimentary and some-

what erroneous version of the proof of 2.2 is sketched.

The result for Lindelöf spaces itself generalizes the result for compact spaces,

essentially due to Smirnov in [S]. See §7 below.

Lemma 2.1 also yields a proof that \C(X)\^(ttwX)oX, as follows. Choose a

7r-base 3S for X with |âS\ =ttwX, and let <t> = {s/<= 3$: \J sé is dense and the members

of sé are pairwise disjoint}. Evidently, |0| ^(ttwX)oX. The hypotheses of 2.1 are

verified as in 2.2, and using 2.1, the result follows.

However, this bound can be deduced from 2.2. We now describe how, and show

that our bounds never exceed the classical one, 26X.

2.4 Theorem. For any X, \C(X)\ ^(wX)wcX-¿(ttwX)°xú26X.

Proof. The first inequality is 2.2. The second follows from the inequality

wX^(ttwX)oX, stated in [Ef, Lemma 2], and the fact that wéX^oX (1.2). Since

no proof of the former is given in [Ef], we sketch one.

Let J1 be a w-base with \&\=ttwX, and let 3t be the collection of "regular

open" sets, i.e., sets U with í/=int el U. Since ^ is a basis, wX^ \3t\. Now, for

U eS/t, let 8&(U) be a subfamily of âS with \J âS(U)^ U, whose members are pair-

wise disjoint and which is maximal with respect to these properties. The maximality

makes IJ SS(U) dense in U, and this makes the map i/->- 3S(U) one-to-one on S%.

Then \0t\ ¿,(ttwX)oX follows.

Finally, using 1.2, we have (ttwX)oX ú (wX)ôx ^ (2ÔX)ÔX = 26X. Thus 2.4 is proved.

There is a trivial lower bound for |C(A% namely wX: the sets {xe X : f(x)^0},

for fie C(X), form a basis (for completely regular X). If we assume that there are

no cardinal numbers strictly between 8X and 2ix, then it follows that among the

inequalities

8X Ú \C(X)\ ^ (wX)wcX ú (ttwX)oX á 2ÖX
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exactly one must be strict. The examples later in this paper show that a strict

inequality can occur anywhere in the string.

3. Remarks on the cellular number of a product. For use in one of the examples

in §4, we now give a proof that o([~l {Xa : a e A})^m if 8Xa^m for each ae A.

This generalizes the well-known theorem of Marczewski which concerns the

product of separable spaces. (See also 2.7 of [O].) For regular cardinals m, the

general theorem follows readily from a theorem attributed to Sanin ([SJ, [S2]) by

Ross and Stone [RS]. Our proof uses the techniques used for m = X0 in [RS,

Theorem 2].

We begin by recalling the Hewitt-Marczewski-Pondiczery Theorem. (See [He],

[M], [Pz].)

3.1 Theorem. Let X=\~\aeAXa, where \A\tk2m and 8Xa^m for each a in A.

Then 8X^ at.

3.2 Theorem. Let X=[~[aeA Xa, where 8Xa-¿mfor each a in A. Then oX^m.

Proof. Suppose, instead, that there is a collection {U' : ie 1} of nonvoid open

subsets of X for which |7| =m+ and U' n U'= 0 whenever i and /' are distinct

elements of 7. We may suppose that each of the sets Ui has the form

L' = (n wwn *.).
\ aeFt I       \ aeA\Fi I

where for each i in 7 the set Lf is a finite subset of A and each of the sets U¡¡ is open

in Xa. Writing L= [JleI L and defining

*"-i.n-0swn x.)
\ «e^t /      V aeF\Ft        I

we notice that the sets V are open in the product space YlasF X<x, and that

KYlceF Xa)-¿m using Theorem 4.1 and the fact that \F\ ^m+ ¿2m).

The desired contradiction is achieved by observing that the m+ sets V are

pairwise disjoint. (Indeed, if i+j and p e V n V>, then

{p}x  ]~J   **c WnU'.)
aeA\F

From the theorem just proved there follows the possibility of constructing

spaces X for which 8X is an arbitrarily large number (established in advance)

while oX, and a fortiori wcX, are small. Specifically, we have the following.

3.3 Corollary. Let X=Y[aeA Xa, where 8Xa^m for each a in A. If Y is any

dense subspace of X, then wcY^oYfim.

Proof. The first inequality is given by (2) of Lemma 1.2. The second follows from

3.2 and the fact that oY=oX whenever Y is dense in X (a result independent of

the structural hypothesis X=\~lasA Xa). To establish this fact let F be dense in an
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arbitrary space A'and suppose first that <% is a family of pairwise disjoint relatively

open subsets of Y. Choosing for each U in °ll an open subset U' of X for which

U' n Y= U, we see that the family {£/' : U e °ti} is a family of pairwise disjoint

open subsets of X. Thus of^ol. The reverse inequality is trivial, since disjoint,

nonvoid, open subsets of X have intersections with Y which are disjoint, nonvoid,

and relatively open.

4. The nonbounds for |CLJ0|. In this section we construct a number of spaces

for which \C(X)\ exceeds (8X)oX, (ttwX)wcX, and (wX)pX, respectively. Those

will establish all the "F" entries in Table 1.3. In constructing these spaces, we

have avoided (at some loss of brevity) using special arithmetic properties of partic-

ular small cardinal numbers; our aim is to show that the smallest cardinal number

appearing in any computation may be prescribed in advance, and hence may be as

large as desired. We take further pains to point out how the cardinal numbers

involved can be minimized, while the desired inequality is still achieved.

4.1 Example. A space Jif for which \C(X)\ >(8X)oX.

Given an infinite cardinal number m, let {Xa}aeA be a collection of spaces for

each of which 8^ = m and set X=Y\aeA %a- If A\ is chosen so that \A\ =22'n then

according to 3.1 we have 8X^2m, while from 3.2 we have oX^m (and equality in

case for at least one a the space Xa was chosen so that oXa = m). To see that

\C(X)\^22m, select for each a in A a pair (pa,qA of points in Xa and an/œ in

C(Xa) for which f^P^^f^qA. Then {fa°Tra : aeA} is a family of 22<n distinct

continuous functions on X. Since 10(^)1 ^26X we have, in fact,

\C(X)\ = 22"1 > 2m = (2m)m = (8X)oX.

The construction just given yields spaces for which \C(X)\>(8X)oX, and for

which 8X and oX are as large as desired, 2m and m, respectively. Note that by

taking m = X0, we achieve an example with smallest possible oX, and if the con-

tinuum hypothesis is assumed, with smallest possible 8X (for no separable space

can have \C(X)\ >Rgo=2*o);

4.2 Example. A space Jffor which \C(X)\ >(ttwX)wcX.

Given an infinite cardinal m, let í = 22m and let D and E be disjoint discrete

spaces with, respectively, tn and f points. Observe that in ßE, the Stone-Cech

compactification of E, {{e} : e e E} is a minimal 7r-base. Let X be the disjoint union

of D and ßE. Evidently

ttwX = TTwD + TrwßE = m + I = ï

and

wcX = wcD + wcßE = in + N0 = m.

Now, from the characteristic property of ßE [GJ, 6.4], the characteristic function

of each subset of E extends over ßE, so that ßE, and hence X, supports at least

(and at most) 2' continuous functions. Thus,

\C(X)\ = 2» > t = I'» = (ttwX)wcX.
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While the above construction yields a space with |C(A')| >(ttwX)wcX for which

wcX=m = Ho, the example is not compact—compactness is a strong form of

iíwcX=ï^o,'—and the cardinal number ttwX is large relative to wcX. But even if

these are defects, they can be remedied easily.

4.3 Example. A compact space Xfor which ttwX=2í*o and |C(.JO| >(ttwX)wcX.

Let D be discrete with |Z)| =2«o, and let X=ßD. As in 4.2,

\C(X)\ = 22N° > 2*o = (2«o)Ko = (ttwX)wcX.

Note that a space of countable tt-weight is separable, so that 4.3 achieves the

minimal w-weight, if the continuum hypothesis is assumed.

4.4 Example. A space X for which \C(X)\ >(wX)pX.

Given the infinite cardinal m, let n be the cardinal successor of m, and l = 22".

Let D be the discrete space of I points, and let X be D together with each point of

ßD which is in the closure (in ßD) of some subset of D of cardinal n, but in the

closure of no subset of D of cardinal ^ m. (Notice that if E<^ D and | E \ = n then

{c\BD 5 : 5 c E and \E-S\ á m}

is a collection of closed subsets of cliD E with the finite intersection property.

Thus Ar\/5# 0 ; indeed, (cliD E)\D^0 whenever E<= D and |£| =n.)

We want to prove that wXS f and pX= m.

For the first, set

Y = D u (J {cliD E : E c D and |£| = n}.

For E<=D, clSD E is open in ßD, so that wY^^{wclßD E : E^D and \E\ =n}.

And w elm E^2lE] whenever £<= D (because w^26), so we have

wX á wY è 2n-In = Í" = i.

Now for each subset E of D with \E\ =rtt the family {{x} : xeE} is a locally

finite family of open sets in X, so that/jA^m. If pX>m, then there is a locally

finite family ^ of open sets in X, with \tf¿\=n. Let E be a set obtained by picking

one point of D from each UeW. Evidently, |£|=n. We established above that

((clSD E) — D) c\ AV 0. But E is closed in X because °li is locally finite, and we

have a contradiction.

Finally, |C(£>))|=2f, and \C(D)\ = \C(X)\ because X is between D and ßD.

Thus,

\C(X)\ = 2l > f = tm ^ (wX)pX.

Again, we shall construct an example to the effect of 4.4 but with pX=R0

"strongly," and with wX minimal provided the continuum hypothesis is assumed.

The spaces for which each locally finite family of open sets is finite are the

pseudocompact ones, i.e., the spaces on which each real-valued continuous

function is bounded. See [K] or [BCM, Theorem 3] for a proof of this.
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4.5 Example. A pseudocompact space  X for which  wX=2*<> and  |C(Af)|

> iwxyx.

Let D be discrete of cardinal 2^0, and let

X = D V U {CU E : E c D and \E\ = X0}.

As in 4.4, wX^2{wcleDE: E c £> and |L| =X0}, and for each L, wclÄDL^2«o.

There are |L|Ko such L's, and wX=2i<" follows. If/is an unbounded function in

C(A"), then for each n there is xn e D with |/(xn)| ä«. The set E={xn : «=1,2,...}

has an accumulation point in X, at which/cannot be continuous. So A" is pseudo-

compact. Finally, | C(X) |=22t<0 (as in 4.4), which exceeds (2"o)«o = iwX)pX.

Observe that by replacing in 4.5 2X<> by any m for which ttv*o<2m, a pseudo-

compact example A"is obtained, with wX=m*<>.

5. The sharpness of the inequality |C(A")| ^iwX)wcX. The results and examples

of the preceding sections show that iwX)wcX is the optimal upper bound for

|C(AT)| among the numbers we are considering here. However, one can question

the sharpness of the estimate in several other senses.

For example, one might ask : (a) Is wX always the least infinite cardinal m such

that |C(A")| itn"1? (b) Is wcX always the least infinite cardinal n such that

|C(A")| ¿(wA")"? Spaces for which the answers are in the negative are easy to

find. For (a), let X be the discrete space with 2xo points. Here wX=wcX=2*<>,

while

iwX)wcX = (2«o)2*° = (X0)2ii° = iH0)wcX.

For (b), let A" be the product of 2si discrete spaces each with Xx points. Evidently,

wX=2«i; using 3.2, wcA'=X1. Thus

iwX)wcX = (2«i)«i = (2«i)«o = (WX)«°.

What this shows, of course, is that the questions (a) and (b) are not really questions

about topological spaces, but rather questions about cardinal arithmetic.

We turn our attention to the question of whether the inequality "|C(A")|

s¡ iwX)wcX " can ever be strict. The comment of the preceding paragraph seems to

apply here as well, or at least to our approach. We shall construct a very simple

space for which the inequality is strict, based on the following hypothesis.

5.1. There are pairs (m, f) of cardinal numbers which satisfy m1 > tn^o ;> m ^ 21.

We shall show below that 5.1 is implied by a nontrivial hypothesis which in

strength lies between the continuum hypothesis and the generalized continuum

hypothesis. For the nonce, we take a pair (tn, f) satisfying 5.1, and construct our

example.

5.2 Example. A space AT for which |C(A")| < iwX)wcX.

Given (m, t) as in 5.1, let X be the disjoint union of a compact space A\ of

weight m (e.g., the one-point compactification of the discrete space with m points)

and a discrete space A"2 with ï points. Evidently vvA'=wA'1 + H'A'2 = tn + I = m, and
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wcX=wcXx + wcX2 = X0 + t = ï- And, \C(X)\ = \C(Xx)xC(X2)\ = \C(Xx)\-\C(X2)\.

From 2.2, \C(XX)\ ̂ m«o; and, of course, \C(X2)\=2l. Thus

\C(X)\ S m^o-21 = tn«o < m1 = (wX)wcX.

The remainder of this section is devoted to determining reasonably weak

hypotheses sufficient to guarantee the validity of hypothesis 5.1.

5.3 Discussion. It is easy, using the König-Zermelo theorem and arguing as in

[B, p. 125 (5)], to find for each f a cardinal m as large as desired for which m1 > m.

Specifically, if {ma : a<ß} is any family of cardinal numbers order-isomorphic

with the set of ordinals preceding the smallest ordinal number ß of cardinality i,

there exists m for which m' > m S: 2l, and for which m is the supremum of countably

many cardinal numbers each less than m if and only if I is the supremum of

countably many cardinals each less than I. It turns out that with an additional

hypothesis on m, which hypothesis we shall call *(m), the denial of this last-

cited condition on in (equivalently on f) suffices to guarantee that m = mNo, thus

guaranteeing 5.1. We now state hypothesis *(m) and offer the indicated argument

in 5.3, though this argument has been used in both [B] and [T] to yield similar

exponential information.

Hypothesis *(m). There is no cardinal number p for which p < m < p^o.

5.4 Theorem. //m8o > m ^ X0, andif*(m) holds, then m is the sum of countably

many smaller cardinals.

Proof. Let com be the first ordinal of cardinality m. If m is not the sum of count-

ably many smaller cardinals, then {a : a <com} has no countable cofinal subset.

Thus, writing

V(a) = {5 : 5 <= {ß : ß < a} and \S\ = X0}

for each ordinal a g wm, we have

^("»0 c U {^(«) : « < «m>-

Hence,

mso = |«>(«m)| ̂  2^)1 : a < »■)

= 2ÍH"0 • a K u>m^-

Now *(tn) implies that |ce|so¿m for each a<tum, and mso g m • nt = m results.

The following result simply summarizes what has been written. No proof is

required, since (a) is given by 5.3 and 5.4 and (b) by (a) and 5.2.

5.5 Theorem. Suppose that *(m) holds for each cardinal number rtt. Let I be

any cardinal number not the sum of countably many smaller cardinals—e.g., let ï

have an immediate cardinal predecessor—and determine m from I as in 5.3. Then

(a) m1 > m^o = «1^2', and

(b) there is a space Xfor which \C(X)\ =m and >vA'=m and wcX=l.
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5.6 Remark. A word is in order concerning the strength of the hypothesis

*(rrt). It is shown in [B, p. 157] that the generalized continuum hypothesis is

equivalent to the condition "for each cardinal number m, the inequality m<m!

holds only if m is the sum of Ï or fewer cardinal each less than m." In particular,

our condition that *(m) holds for each cardinal number m follows from the gen-

eralized continuum hypothesis. The special case *(^i), of course, is equivalent to

the continuum hypothesis X1 = 2Ro.

6. Metric spaces. The generally complex situation surrounding the numbers

pX— wX of 1.1, and their relation to |C(A")|, simplifies for metric spaces as much

as conceivable.

6.1 Proposition. If X is metrizable, then the six numbers of 1.1 are, equal, and

\C(X)\=2ix.

Proof. Consider briefly the "covering number," cX, the least m for which each

open cover has a subcover with m or fewer members. For metrizable X, cX= wX,

as is shown in [En, p. 176]. By 1.2, the six numbers of 1.1 will be equal provided

that pX=cX. Indeed, this equality holds for each paracompact space X, hence

surely whenever A" is metric. To see this let °U be an open cover for the paracompact

space X, and choose a locally finite open refinement 'V of <?/; clearly \f\^.pX.

A subcover of °ti of cardinal \f~\ or less is constructed by picking, for each KeF,

a Uve <?/ with F<= Uv.

Since for metrizable X, 8X=wX (e.g., [En, p. 176]), and \C(X)\^26X always

holds, it remains simply to show that |C(Y)| a2ÓX. It is known that the metrizable

space A" admits a collection °?/ of nonvoid, pairwise disjoint, open subsets for which

1*1 =SA". (The statement appears in [deG]. If &=\Jneivé@n is a basis for X, with

each family äSn a collection of pairwise disjoint open sets, then either oX= \¿¡Sn\

for some n or the number o A" is the supremum of countably many smaller cardinals.

In this latter case, even if oX has a weakly inaccessible predecessor, the argument

given in [Ef, Lemma 1] suffices to complete the proof.) Now for each subset V

of <?/ we set f-r(x) = p(x, \J"f) (with, say, /,= 1 on A"). Distinct subsets of <?/

yield distinct continuous functions, for if p e [J ^/\U ^2 then

fr¿p)-Q<fr¿p)

since p i clx (J r2 ; hence | C(X)| £ 26X.

7. Remarks on the weight of a Stone-Cech compactification. First of all,

|C(A")| can be calculated exactly in terms of wßX, using results of Smirnov and

Kruse. The result is that \CiX)\=iwßX)*°, and the argument is as follows.

C*iX), the subset of C(Y) consisting of bounded functions, can be normed via

11/11 =sup{/G»c) : x e X}. Smirnov has shown in [S] that, giving C*(X) the associated

topology, 8C*iX) = wßX. Since the sequences from a dense subspace of C*(A")

determine uniquely all functions in C*iX), it follows that \C*iX)\¿i8C*iX))*o
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= (wßX)*°. Now, Kruse has shown in [Ku] that if £* is any complete normed linear

space, then |£| = |£|so. Applying this to C*(X), and observing that |C(A)|

= |C*(A% we have \C(X)\=(wßX)«°.

In terms of X, wßX can be estimated in at least two ways. First, 8X?¿ wX^ wßX

<g 2<wx <; 2ax, which assuming the generalized continuum hypothesis equates wßX

with either 8X or 26x. Alternatively, we can argue as follows. C*(X) and C(ßX)

are isomorphic, hence equipotent, so that

wßX á |C03X)| = \C*(X)\ = \C(X)\ ^ (wX)wcX g (wßX)wcX.

(The first inequality was remarked on in §2.) Exponentiating by wcX, we obtain

the following simple result.

7.1 Proposition. For any X, (wX)wcX= \C(X)\wcX = (wßX)wcX.

These equalities for Lindelöf spaces were noted in [Hx].

8. The covering number. Once again, cX is the least m for which each open

cover of X has a subcover with m or fewer members. We examine here its use in

estimating |C(A)|. The only easily noticed general inequalities relating cX with the

numbers of 1.1 are: wcX^ cXfk wX. (In particular, the usual examples of a separable

non-Lindelöf space, and of a Lindelöf nonseparable space, show that cX and 8X

are generally incomparable.) For paracompact spaces X always pX=cX, as was

pointed out in the proof of 6.1. From Example 4.2, then, |C(A)| >(ttwX)cX can

occur, which also disposes of (8X)cX, (oX)cX, and (pX)cX as candidates for upper

bounds. Of course, \C(X)\^(wX)cX is valid, using 2.2. Since \C(X)\^26X, the

numbers (cX)6X, (cXfwX, (cX)wX also are upper bounds for \C(X)\. Finally,

\C(X)\>(cX)°x(^(cX)wcX^(cX)pX) can occur: use Example 4.1 with each Xa

compact, so that eA"=X0. This exhausts the numbers involving cX that we care

to consider.
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